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GREEKS IN JÁSZBERÉNY IN THE 18th AND 19th CENTURIES

A special feature of the Hungarian social evolution was that people of 
not Hungarian origin such as Germans, Greeks and Jews played an important 
role in the process of mode nitration and bourgeois development.

The merchants from the Balkan, who were collectively called Greeks in the 
vernacular, had an important role in establishing the conditions for the early 
capitalism in the 18th century. The Greek merchants were forced to leave their 
country by the increasing Turkish oppression and the lack of means of subsisten
ce. The customs policy of the Vienna Court ensured favourable possibi lities 
for them to take part in European trade. The peace treaties between the Habs
burg empire and the Turkish Porte gave them disproportionate advantages; 
in some towns their activities were often followed by the displeasure and 
protest of native merchants1. The Vienna Court often issued restrictive orders, 
the authorities, however, could not and did not want to enforce them for a 
long time. Foreign policy had a priority and till the Turkish Empire was 
considered to be a major force, it was not advisable to modify international 
treaties. The situation changed only after the Russian-Turkish war (1768- 
1774) that resulted in the weakening of the Turkish Empire. After that there 
were more determined measures taken as far as the legal status of the Greek 
merchants is concerned. A royal order in 1774 abolished their former privi
leged status and made them settle finally.

The reception of the Greeks was changing in the Hungarian territories. 
In the northern part of the country and in the royal free boroughs they were 
not welcomed as they meant a threat to the positions of the local merchants. 
However, in Jászkunság, between the Danube and the Tisza, their activity

1. In 1718 the Pozsarevác Treaty let the citizens of the two empires trade with a 3 per 
cent duty, which later was raised to 5 per cent. The Vienna Court wanted to ensure an easy 
market for their own product but the lack of conditions enabled the Balkan merchants to 
take advantage of the situation. Eckhart Ferenc, “Kereskedelmünk közvetítői a XVIII, 
században”, Századok, LII. (1918), 357-358, Bur Márta, “A balkáni kereskedők és a magyar 
borkivitel a XVIII, században”. Történelmi Szemle, 1978, 285-287,
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was very important. The privileged area always closed to aliens welcomed 
the Balkan merchants from the very beginning and by the 18th century in 
most of the settlements almost all activities related to trade, leasing shops 
and inns or credit operations were conducted exclusively by them.

Archival documents made it evident that the settled gained the most 
important role in Jászberény, the centre of Jászkun Kerület. It did not only 
mean economic importance but they had a major part in the public life of the 
town.

In a previous paper I outlined how the Greeks settled in the Jászkunság, 
their number and the main characteristic features of their activities2. This 
paper describes the activity of the Greeks settled in Jászberény, the centre of 
Jászkunság and the way they assimilated into the local economic and social 
community.

Greeks in a privileged community at the beginning of the 18th century

The legal and administrative status ot the Jászkunság consisting ot three 
areas —Jászság, Kiskunság, Nagykunság— was totally different from other 
municipalities of the countiy. The differences rested on the 13th and 14th 
century royal privileges that were given to the Cumanians and Jazygians 
settling here. Later they were reinforced several times and resulted in a special 
legal status of the people living here. The main element was that the inhabitants 
were exempt from feudal subjection and the duties attached to it. In return 
for the rights they were to perform military service3.

The settlement of the Greeks at the beginning of the 18th century was 
simultaneous with two major events in the life of the inhabitants of Jászkunság. 
In 1702 Leopold I (1657-1705) sold the territory to the Order of the Teutonic 
Knights, which act put the inhabitants into the state of feudal tenants. As a 
result of their repeated applications Maria Theresa (1740-1780) made the 
redemption possible on condition that the inhabitants would repay the selling 
price to the treasury. The fact that some inhabitants could take the financial 
sacrifice of contributing to the redemption some could not, made the local

2. Papp Izabella, “Greek merchants in the eighteenth-century Jászkunság”, Balkan 
Studies 30,2, Thessaloniki 1989, 261-289.

3. Op. cit., p. 262, the supplement to the paper contains the map the area, p. 281. About 
the legal status of Jászkunság: Bagi Gábor, A Jászkun Kerület és a reformországgyülések' 
Szolnok, 1991, pp. 9-14; Bánkiné Molnár Erzsébet, “A Jászkun Kerület helységeinek közi
gazgatási szervezete”, Cumania, 10, Kecskemét, 1988.
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society split into redemptuses and irredemptuses, which later determined the 
degree of the privileges they enjoyed4 5.

The centre of the privileged area was Jászberény. The town was first 
mentioned in a document in 1357 already as the centre of Jászság. Its geo
graphical position made it the natural middle of the area. It kept its adminis
trative leadership during the Turkish occupation. The Turks respected its 
privileges and the town had great military importance for them. From its 
occupation it was considered the private possession of the sultan that gave 
its people a certain degree of protection. Though during the Turkish occupa
tion it was destroyed several times and it became partially depopulated, it 
was during this period that the town became the centre of not only the Jászság 
but the whole Jászkunság, as well6.

After the Turkish periocf the economic development of the town could 
start. It was promoted by the fact that Leopold I. gave the right of holding 
three markets in Jászberény. Mills and bridges were built that were important 
conditions of trade. According to a census in 1699 there lived 388 families, 
2256 inhabitants in the town 57.4 per cent of which were local residents. 
More people could remain here during the past centuries than in other 
Jazygian settlements. It kept its central position after 1702 when sold to the 
Teutonic Knights, even some economic development can be traced in the 
period6.

The administrative role of the town made it more and more important 
for it to take part in commercial, credit and financial activities. They, however, 
were performed not by the local residents but by merchants arriving here from 
the Balkan.

The Greeks got into special circumstances in Jászberény, the most 
characteristic aspect of which was its privileged status. Privileges created a 
relatively closed society that was not willing to accept aliens. On the local 
scale of values land and activities connected to it had a high position. The 
central role ol the town, however, made commercial and credit transactions 
very important. The inhabitants, on the other hand, did not undertake these

4. In the Jászkun Kerület they, who redempted land in 1745 could become redemptuses. 
In the 19th century, however, the condition of being a redemptus was having a given size of 
land. Bánkiné Molnár Erzsébet, a “Jászkunság társadalma és igazgatása 1748-1848”, in 
A Jászkunság kutatása 1985, Kecskemét-Szolnok, 1987, 352.

5. Fodor Ferenc, A Jászság életrajza, Budapest, 1942,430-437; Tóth Tibor (ed.), Adatok 
Szolnok megye történetéből. Voi. 1., Szolnok, 1980, 240-242.

6. Fodor (1942), 437,
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tasks so alien to their inclinations and talents and let the Greeks perform 
them.

The Jászkunság and Jászberény in it belonged to the territories occupied 
by the Turks. The Greeks may have appeared here first simultaneously with 
the Turks7. Later the main trade-routes from the Balkan to Pest and Vienna 
did not cross Jászberény8. The nearest trade route crossed Eger, Gyöngyös, 
and Hatvan. It was in these towns that the Greeks settled first and from there 
they moved to Jászberény later.

A Jászberény document from 1701 is the first to contain data rei erring 
to the activities of the Greeks9. Before the spiing market Greeks from Pest 
and Eger applied for a permanent place for their tents. The town council 
fulfilled their wishes. Their decision reveals that the town needed the goods 
sold by the Greeks. The inhabitants demanded the western and eastern articles 
that could be obtained only through the Greeks. As there were no local mer
chants, the Greeks started to settle in Jászberény as early as the beginning of 
the 18th century. Running shops became the main sphere oi their activity 
and they supplied the inhabitants of the neighbourhood, as well often ex
changing their goods for agricultural products. When in 1737 a list of Greek 
shops was ordered to be compiled, there were three of them already working 
in Jászberény.

The history of the Greeks in Berény, as well, was influenced by the orders 
of the governmental authorities issued from time to time as changes in foreign 
policy or complaints of native merchants demanded. The first restrictive order 
appeared in 172510. It let the Greeks sell retail only at markets and only 
goods of Turkish origin. In Jászberény and in many other settlements, ho
wever, the order could not be enforced and authorities were tolerant. In 1737, 
during the Russian-Turkish war the goods of the Greek merchants were or
dered to be inventoried and the shops selling prohibited articles were closed 
down in many towns11.

The goods in the Jászberény Greek shops belonging to András Kristóf,

7. Füves Ödön, “Görögök a Duna-Tisza közén”, Antik Tanulmányok, 1966/1, 93.
8. Füves Ödön, Greeks in Budapest between 1686 and 1931 (thesis for candidate’s degree» 

Budapest, 1972), 281. Based on censuses the author prepared a map of the main routes the 
Greek merchants used.

9. Szolnok Megyei Levéltár (Archives of Szolnok County, hereinafter SZML), Jász
berény tanácsi jegyzőkönyve 1701, 2.

10. Füves (1966), 93.
11. Op. cit.
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Mihály Nestor, and Kozma were mainly of oriental origin12. The tact reveals, 
that though they had already settled in Jászberény their connection with their 
mother country was not cut and they could supply themselves with goods 
from there. It was drapery that the inventory takers found in the greatest 
quantity and value. A special kind ot felt (aba) was of exceptional value13 
and all kinds of linen, silk and felt were entered into the inventory. They had 
oriental spices and small articles like combs, pipes, knives, mirrors etc. in 
their shops. On the other hand, despite of all prohibitions, they sold western 
goods, as well: Vienna and Silesian fine linen, Polish cambric and linen from 
Eperjes. All three of them had gunpowder and shot in their shops ; both were 
fully prohibited articles for them. Despite of the obvious malpractice the 
town council did not have them close the shops either in Jászberény or in 
other settlements in the Jászkunság.

The Greeks rented the shopbuildings from the local inhabitants for a 
fixed annual sum. The rent period was a year to begin with, which later they 
extended tor three years. Lease contracts were usually signed in the presence 
of the leaders of the town and the district usually after a bid. The elders of 
the town must have been satisfied with the activities of the Greeks, because 
in 1747 they rented another five shops out to them. Beside the rent the mer
chants were to pay a certain amount as tax that increased the income of the 
town. In 1747 the tax they paid was as follows14:

Márton Kristóf 35 forint
Demeter Ágoston 10 forint
Deme Görög 15 forint
Mihály Görög 15 forint
András Görög 20 fprint
Gyurka Görög 15 forint
Altredo 15 forint
Jankó 8 forint

12. SZML, Papers of the Jászkun Kerület, Capsa D Fase. 2, No. 9. The inventory con
tains the stock of all Greek shops in Jászberény.

13. Aba felt was an important article imported from the Balkan. During the war of in
dependence led by Rákóczi (1703-1711) the felt his army needed was imported by Greek 
merchants from the textile manufacture in Thessaloniki, cf. Imre Bánkuti, “Egy görög 
kereskedő tevékenysége Kecskeméten és a Délalföldön”, Cumania, Kecskemét, 1975, 80; 
Búr Márta, (1987), 312.

14. SZML Jászberény, tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Council minutes) 1747, 219.
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The names do not reveal a lot about the persons, because the Hungarians 
instead of the Greek names, which were difficult for them to remember, used 
the word Görög (Greek) as a family name for them. This practice makes it 
difficult to identify them in later times, as well.

The merchants’ activities ensured nice income that made it possible for 
them to accumulate a fortune. Though officially the Greeks were not allowed 
to buy realities, one of our sources mentions that Andi ás Kristóf had a house 
in Jászberény as early as 174015 16 17 18. Later the town itself had houses and shop- 
buildings built for the merchants16.

The good relationship the Greeks had with local people was advanced 
by the fact that beside the compulsory taxes they shared other burdens with 
the them. It had a special importance that they contributed to the sum the 
residents of the territory had to pay for their redemption. The burden of the 
redemption in 1745 was exceptionally heavy for the inhabitants of the Jász
kunság17. The sum the inhabitants of Jászberény paid for the Redemption 
was 65.150 Rhenish forints altogether, the majority of which was paid by 
raising loans. The Greek Demeter in Jászberény lent 1000 Rhenish forints to 
the town, which was a direct help in the Redemption18. As the inhabitants 
amortized the loans for long years, they had to have new loans from the Greeks 
in later times, as well.

The period after the Redemption proved to have been the most successful 
phase in the history of Jászberény. From this time on its role as an adminis
trative centre became obvious. The administration of the Kerület was carried 
out here, it was where justice was administered, the elections took place, and 
it was the scene of public life. In 1780 the secondary school moved here from 
Jászapáti, a town hospital was built, and the hall of the Jászkun Kerület was 
erected in 178219. The successful period of town history, coincided with the 
assimilation of the Greeks, their entering the stage of economic and later 
political life.

It might seem to be strange that the closed Jászkun society so proud of

15. SZML Jászberény, Hivatalos tudósítások (Official reports) 8.cs. 15 sz., 1740.
16. Fodor, (1942), 203.
17. In her diploma on 6th May, 1745 Maria Theresa allowed the redemption. The Jazygo- 

Cumanian committed themselves to repay the selling price, 500 Rhenish forints with its 
interest for the treasury, to equip 1000 horse-soldiers and pay the palatine census.

18. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1747, 
234.

19. Fodor F., (1942), 443; Scheftsik István, Jász-Nagyknn-Szolnok vármegye múltja 
év jelene, Pécs, 1935, 542 .
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its privileges was ready to receive the Greeks in without any resistance, in a 
period when others declined their applications for settling. There were no 
signs of religious controversies, either. The Greeks preserved their Orthodox 
religion for a long time in an almost totally Catholic environment. Their com
mon fate, the fact that the great changes in fortune were lived through together 
and that financial burdens were always shared resulted in the phenomenon 
that local residents otherwise wary of strangers never regarded the Greeks 
alien. In an area, where the Jews had great struggles even for the possibility 
of selling their goods, the Greeks were not restricted in their activity, some
times they were even helped in adapting themselves to the life there. Beside 
the economic interest we have to take the fact into consideration, as well, 
that the recipients, the Jazygs of'Ifánian origin were immigrants themselves 
one time. They settled in Hungary in the 14th century. Their Eastern origin 
and similar mentality may answer the questions arising about their connections 
other than economic.

Data in censuses and the oath of allegiance

In the process of establishing the legal status of Balkan merchants there 
were a number of censuses prepared that later became valuable sources of 
information. The first national census of the Greeks was prepared in 175420. 
At that time there worked 75 Balkan merchants in the Jászkunság, most of 
them were in Jászberény. It was in here that the value of goods in their shops 
was the highest. The stockpile was similar to that registered in 1737, but the 
proportion ot Western goods was even higher. The shops basically sold articles 
of clothing with accessories. The fact that they still had the prohibited gun
powder and shot was again without any disadvantageous consequences. The 
census reveals that there already existed some kind of division of labour 
among the merchants. There were some independent merchants among them 
who chose partners to their businesses to make it possible for one to run the 
shop and for the other to wander in the neighbourhood selling goods and 
purchasing the products of the inhabitants. Some of the merchants had an 
apprentice in their shops, too. Their apprentices were people who after arriving 
from the Turkish Empire looked for a job at the merchants already living here. 
Athanasius Genovics and his brother, for example started to work at Tamás

20. Országos Levéltár, (National Archive), Helytartótanácsi iratok. Görög nem egyesült 
Osztály, Mise. Fase. 2, No. 8. Quoted in Papp I., (1989), 268.
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Petrovics, who had already settled in Jászberény21.
The second national census in 1769 was already taken in preparation for 

the oath of allegiance. The census with detailed personal data lists 62 mer
chants in the Jászkunság22. Fifteen of them lived in Jászberény:

Name Place of origin Age Marital status

Demeter Joannes Seres 21 single

Demeter Michael Kozani 19 single

Demeter Georgius Kozani 23 single

Gergely Joannes Toman
(Rumania)

53 single

Juhász Joannes Servia 38 married, wife is 
from Eger

Kristóf Bemardus Kasztória 32 single

Kristóf András Servia 62 married, wife is 
Turkish

Demetrovics Daniel Dorian 36 married, wife is 
from Eger

Demetrovics Dorian married, wife is
Chris tophorus from Szentendre

Morzal Petrus Sziasztisztya 33 single

Morzal Stephanus Sziasztisztya 25 single

Nestor Michael Kozáni 38 single

Sigmond Paulus Kozáni 46 married, wife is 
Turkish

Thodor Ladislaus Kozáni 41 widower

Sredo Demetrius (no data given)

(the names are given in the form appearing in the census)

21. SZML Jászkum Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 
Jászkun Kerület), Fase. 8, No. 165/1793.

22. SZML Jászkun Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 
Jászkun Kerület), D Capsa, VI, Fase. 4, No. 24,
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All the Greeks in Jászberény but one originated from Macedonia and all 
of them belonged to the Orthodox Church. The wives of three were already 
Hungarians, two from Eger, and one from Szentendre. According to the 
census they traded with goods from Vienna and the Tuikish empire. To the 
question of the committee most of them answered that they are ready to take 
the oath of loyalty.

1774, when Maria Theresa demanded taking the oath of loyalty from the 
Balkan merchants, was a turning point in the lives of the Greeks in Hungary. 
They had to decide whether they would settle in Hungary and lose the duty 
concessions or return to their own country. Most of the Greeks in Jászberény 
took the oath of loyalty as they had settled in the town once for all. Some of 
them had already married and their children were born here. Morzal Péter 
had a one year old daughter, Juhász János had a one year old an a new bom 
daughter, and Bosnyák Antal was the father of two, a three year old daughter 
and a one year old son23. Some other merchants returned to their country, 
Demeter Joannes and Demeter Georgius did not take the oath.

In other parts of the country the oath of loyalty meant the end to the 
immigration of the Greeks. To Jászberény, however, there arrived Greeks in 
later times, as well. Georgius Constantin and Joannes Jankovics arrived in 
1792 and in 1793 Athanasius Genovics and his brother took the oath of loyalty 
in front of the representatives of the Kerület24.

The activity of the Greeks at the end of the 18th century

With their permanent settlement the assimilation and later Hungariza- 
tion of the Greeks started that resulted in considerable social success for them. 
The golden age of their economy was in the second half of the 18th century, 
as well. The Jewish merchants were not serious rivals at that time and they 
still had living connections with the Greeks in their mother country. They 
could offer both Eastern and Western goods in their shops and could meet 
the needs of the local inhabitants at a high standard. Their assimilation and 
entering social life was helped by the 1790 edict of Leopold II (1790-1792), 
which made it possible for the Greeks to keep their religion, to acquire pro
perty and to hold offices25.

23. SZML Jászkun Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 
Jászkun Kerület), D Capsa, IX, Fase. 4, No. 5.

24. SZML Jászkun Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 
Jászkun Kerület), Fase. 8. ad 62/2700/1793.

25. Papp I., (1989), 279.
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As we have already seen there were a Greek Jászberény who owned a 
house as early as 1740 and 1747 it was the town that built shops for them. In 
1772 the town erected houses by the shops, as well. In 1771, when the house 
of Demetrovics Daniel was ruined, they built a new one for him26. The council 
was ready to help as the wealthy merchant often gave loans to the inhabitants. 
In 1774 the old jail in the yard of the town hall was rebuilt into a shop that 
was let out to the Greek merchant István Morzál27.

Selling goods in their shops remained the main field of the Greeks’ 
activity. By the end of the century all shops were rented by them, to which 
they had the financial basis and the professional skills, too. In the 1760’s, 
however, the leaders, of the town aimed at giving preferences to the local 
residents. As a result some shops were really rented by them28. Most of them, 
however, gave the shops back before the end of the lease period as the business 
was not profitable for them and they did not really like this type of work. The 
lease of valuable public houses and inns was often kept for the town itself.

In 1770 Maria Theresa gave the permission for another annual fair to 
be kept in Jászberény29, that led to the further development of the town. New 
roads were built, the streets were replanned and the activity of skillful mer
chants was needed, too.

As time went on the activity of the Greeks became many-sided. In 1790 
István Morzal requested a permission for opening a coffee-tavern at his house. 
The council gave the permission and the first coffee house in Jászberény 
opened30. In 1796 the town applied for the right of selling salt hoping for 
considerable profit from it. The licence was first given to a local resident, 
József Pölöskei, but at a bid some years later the licence was won at an annual 
rent of 150 forints by the Greek Antal Hadzsi31. Later the Greeks also rented 
the rights of fishing and hunting. The practice of granting credits was formed : 
not only the residents but the town itself bought things in the shops of the

26. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1773,195.
27. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1774, 

96.
28. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1760, 

236.
29. Kálmán Ödön, A zsidók letelepülése a Jászságban, Budapest, 1916, 36.
30. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1790, 

347.
31. SZML Jászkun Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 

Jászkun Kerület), Fase. 7, No. 376/1796.
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Greeks —often on credit— and they frequently borrowed great sums from 
the Greeks. In 1795 László Hadzsi lend 1000 Rhenish forints to the town, 
and in 1813 another 5000 forints for the purposes of the meat house32.

Towards assimilation

By the end of the 18th century the Greeks in Jászberény got among 
favourable circumstances. The had a role in economic life that others were not 
willing to undertake. Their financial status made it possible for them to give 
loans, which was very important both for the local residents and the town 
itself. At this time a new group of merchants appeared, the Jews, who threate
ned the positions of the Greeks more and more. The leaders of the town, 
however, gave preference to the Greeks and they showed a negative attitude 
to the settling and trading activity of the Jews.

The Greeks’ activity was beneficial to the town leaders in many ways. 
They did not only filled a gap with their activity but they undertook to pay 
the various taxes, paid the rents of the shops, houses, the annual tax on their 
income and the war-tax. Besides they made pledges for the sake of the com
munity that accepted them, for the country and lor the town. In his request 
in 1779 Antal Bosnyák referred to his having equipped two soldiers at the 
time of Belgrade’s siege and having paid 25 forints for the war against the 
French33. They took part in other expenses of the town. In 1810 fifteen in
habitants of Jászberény offered some money for the purposes of the school : 
László Hadzsi, Konstantin Harsányi, the Jankovics brothers and Demeter 
Konstantinovics paid large sums among them34.

Their last wills testify how important it was for them to leave bequests 
to the country and the town. András Kristóf left a considerable sum to the 
town church and its chapels in 178135. István Morzal offered the king 200 
forints in his will for the purposes of the war against the French, and left 
some money to the two Jászberény churches and the hospital36. The merchant

32. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1795, 
45, 1813, 114.

33. SZML Jászkun Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 
Jászkun Kerület), Fase. 7, No. 376/1779.

34. SZML Jászberény, Hivatalos tudósítások (Official reports), Capsa 50, Fase. 4, No. 66.
35. SZML Jászberény, Végrendeletek (Last wills), Capsa 26, Fase. 1, No. 54.
36. SZML Jászberény, Végrendeletek (Last wills). Capsa 25, Fase. 2, No. 153.
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lived in Budapest at that time but, as he wrote, Jászberény gave him the first 
opportunity of money-making and he felt he owed his thanks for it. Bequests 
to their own church was always in the first place in their wills and they did 
not forget about their fellow-countrymen living in Hungary among humble 
circumstances.

A part of the assimilation process was that some Greeks were raised to 
noble rank. There were about 500 noble families of Greek origin at the end 
of 18th century37. There lived Greek noblemen, David and Serafin Avaku- 
movics in Jászberény, too38. In the special society of the Jazygo-Cumanian 
nobility did not mean any social advantage. While in other parts of the country 
the nobility took the highest level in the social hierarchy, here this place belong 
to the redemptuses. Their nobility was not important for the two Greek, 
either. They kept their original occupation and remained merchants.

Though trade remained the main occupation for the Greeks at the be
ginning of the 19th century, as well, at that time more and more of them 
bought lands. Earlier sources listed them as shopkeepers or Greek lease
holders then they were often referred to as landowning inhabitants, later the 
public offices they held were added to their names. László Hadzsi, who had 
been very successful as a merchant, was mentioned as a landowner in the 
sources after the 1840’s39. He was proposed for a membership of the town 
council in 184540, a condition of which was being a redemptus41. Local laws 
determined that only redemptuses could become aldermen. By this time László 
Hadzsi must have been in the possession of all the necessary conditions and 
the Jazyg community did not only accept him but appointed to an important 
office.

The Harsányi family had an important role among the Jászberény Greeks. 
Their history is a good example of the two sides of assimilation characteristic 
ol the Greeks. While one member of the family remained a successful mer
chant, the other gave up trade and chose another occupation42.

37. Shafer László, A görögök iezetöszerepe Magyarországon a korai kapitalizmus kiala
kulásában, Budapest, 1930, 40.

38. SZML Jászberény, Conscriptiok 1803-1804, 82-85; à member of the family,Pál was 
a bishop of Arad.

39. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1839,40.
40. SZML Jászberény tanácsi jegyzőkönyv (Minutes of the Jászberény council), 1845, 

1129 sz.
41. Bánkiné Molnár Erzsébet, (1988), 121.
42. For more data about the family see Papp Izabella, “Görögök és zsidók gazdasági 

helycseréje a Jászkunságban”, in Zounuk 5, Ed. by Botka János, Szolnok, 1990, 36-38.
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Szilárd Harsányi was born in 1785 and died at the age of 95 in 1880. His 
long life is an example of the successful career of an assimilated Greek. He 
had a decisive role both in trade and the public life of the town. First he wor
ked as the partner ol László Hadzsi and in 1817 he applied to the town council 
for the status of an inhabitant. From this time on he worked as an independent 
merchant. There are a lot of notes in the papers and minutes of the town re
ferring to his financial and trade activities. His disposition was proved by his 
being the chairman of the Jászberény Chamber of Commerce, the members 
of which were nearly all Greeks. In 1848 he was the first to meet the appeal of 
captain-general Móric Szentkirályi offering the necessary goods and bed linen 
from his shop for the national guard. In May 1848 he was elected to be a town 
representative. As a mounted nièrhber of the national guard he himself took 
part in the war of independence together with other Greeks, György Hadzsi, 
János Constantin, Mátyás Dantsa. In 1859 he became an alderman and could 
take part in decisions concerning the town. He had a decisive role in the suc
cessful resistance of the Greeks against the settlement of Jewish merchants.

Mihály Harsányi was the brother of Szilárd Harsányi. He gave up the 
trade of his ancestor and became a lawyer. He became a deputy clerk then a 
juryman of the Kerület and from 1850 he held the highest Jazygian adminis
trative office, that of the captain of the Kerület. The Harsányi family was 
related to Júlia Szendrey, the wife of the great Hungarian poet, Sándor 
Petőfi43.

Of course not all the Greeks in Jászberény were so successful. We find 
data referring to merchants who became poor and indebted. In one of the 
minutes we can read that György Hits had no possessions before his death and 
he lived on charity44.

Economic change-over

The central position of Jászberény and the good market of the Jászság 
attracted not only the Greeks. The Jewish merchants would have settled in 
this area as early as the 18th century. They, however, experienced a strong 
resistance here that was unfamiliar to them at other parts of the country. It

43. Julianna Harsányi, the great granddaughter of Mihály Harsányi is living in Budapest 
and disclosed important data about the family.

44. SZML Jászkun Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 
Jászkun Kerület), Fase. 4, No. 1964/1832.

16
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were not only the Greeks who objected their trading activity and settlement 
here but the orders issued by the higher administrative authorities of the 
Kerület prohibited their activity, as well.

The first complaint about the Jews was written by the Jászberény sadd
lers and shoemakers in 175045 46 *. The next hundred years saw a continuous flow 
of complaints and protests mainly by the Greeks. The leaders of the town 
and the Kerület always took a strong stand against the Jews, using all measures 
to prevent their settlement. The basis of their resistance was an article, in the 
patent by Maria Theresa stating that the Kerület and it settlements cannot 
be compelled to admit aliens. It did not prevent the settlement of the Greeks. 
They were let to move there even at times when the Jews’ applications for 
settling were repelled in one instance after the other. The leaders of the town 
and the Kerület were of the opinion that the Greeks and the few local mer
chants could meet the commercial needs of the area. They did not change their 
views even when time proved the opposite.

The first Jewish merchants to appear in Jászberény were not competitors 
for the Greeks. They traded with waste iron, feather and tallow. Later they 
tried to sell brandy, skin, wool and other articles, which resulted in the strong 
protest of the Greeks. The first common action was initiated by the plaintive 
letter of two Jászberény Greeks, László Hadzsi and András Kristóf in 1782. 
All other Greek merchants in the Jászkunság joined the application for res
tricting the Jews’ activity. The leaders of the Kerület forwarded the applica
tion to the council of the governor-general48.

The letter does not only summarize the main complaints of the Greeks 
but it reflects the privileged situation they had in the Jászkunság. As members 
of full right of the privileged territory they referred with self-assertion to their 
sacrifices when paying taxes and equipping soldiers. Their main complaint 
was that the Jewish merchants sold their goods not only at times of markets 
but all year round without paying taxes.

For the Jews it was impossible anywhere in the country to get the rights 
the Greeks had already got. They were not given citizenship, could not buy 
real property; they invested their capital into trade and financial activities.

45. Fodor F„ (1942), 216.
46. SZML Jászkun Kerület közigazgatási iratai (Papers of the local government of the 

Jászkun Kerület), D Capsa, Fase. 18, No. 64. This was the second occasion when the Greeks
of the Jászkunság joined in a common action. First, in 1732 they asked that they could stay 
and trade in the Jászkunság. The leaders of the Jászkun Kerület supported their application
on both occassions.
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They were not allowed to settle in towns, did not pay taxes and could sell 
their goods cheaper than the Greeks.

The first plaintive letter written by the Greeks was followed by several 
more from various parts of the country47. The decline of the Greeks’ economic 
power and role made it possible for the Jews to settle first in the Kiskunság. 
However, in the Jászság and especially in Jászberény they met a strong re
sistance supported by the leaders of the Kerület, as well48.

Despite of the prohibitions the Jewish goods reached the market of Jász
berény. In the nearby, non-privileged villages they had depots and from 
there they sent their merchandise to the markets. The range of the articles 
they offered met the needs of the inhabitants better than that of the Greeks. 
The Greek merchants realized the danger and in 1830 they turned to the 
captain of the Kerület asking him to forbid the Jews to sell at weekly fairs. 
Their application was forwarded to the palatine of Hungary, who asked the 
opinion of the leaders of the town49. The opinions of the Kerület and the town 
were different this time. The leaders of the Kerület wanted to keep the Jews 
otf even now, while the elders of the town thought it useful for the inhabitants 
to let the Jews visit the fairs.

By this time the Greeks’ assimilation was nearly complete. Their way of 
life was more comfortable and they sold home products. Many of them bought 
lands and gardens and trade was not their main means of living. They, ho
wever, wanted to guard their privileges. Their influence is proved by the fact 
that as a result of their complaint the Jews were forbidden to sell at weekly 
fairs.

The status of the Jews was changed by the 29th statute in 184050. The 
statute let the Jews settle and trade everywhere except in mining towns and 
military frontiers. The towns that had not let them move in became open for 
them. Jászberény, however, continued its strong resistance to their settling. 
The Greeks’ still had and important role here and their public offices made 
their influence even stronger. They addressed various authorities with their 
common complaints. In 1842, they asked the palatine to let the Jews take only 
the goods to the fairs that cannot be found in the Greeks’ shops51. They 
tried to prevent the Jews form setting up warehouses in the town. One of the

47. Papp I., (1990), 30-36.
48. Kálmán Ö., (1916).
49. Papp I., (1990), 41.
50. Magyar Törvénytár, ed. by Dezső Márkus, Budapest, 1896, 175-176; 1840, XXIX. te.
51. Papp I., (1990), 48.
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last manifestations of their resistance was their application for terminating 
weekly fairs only to make it impossible for the Jews to continue their trade. 
The palatine did not agree to it and the town council had the interest of the 
inhabitants in their mind when they gave permission to the first Jew, Gábor 
Buck to move into the town in 185052. After that great numbers of them sett
led in the town, but the Greeks kept their unsympathetic attitude towards 
them. As an alderman Szilárd Harsányi, their last distinguished representative 
took sides against the Jews’ settling53.

Economic forces proved to be stronger than legal prohibitions. By the 
end of the 1850’s an economic change-over was carried out; the Jewish mer
chants took over the role of the Greeks.

Relics of the Greeks in Jászberény

The Greeks in Jászberény are fully assimilated today and most of them 
have moved from the town. As a result of their assimilation there is hardly 
any secular relics left after them. Two religious objects in the Jászberény 
museum and their tomb-stones in the graveyard are all that are left to us.

For the Greeks were scattered in the world it was their language and reli
gion that worked as cementing power. While the language in foreign surroun
dings was soon forgotten, their religion was preserved. Religion for them was 
more than keeping their orthodox faith. It symbolized their identity with their 
fellow citizens living far from the mother country and with the great Hellenic 
nation before the Turkish occupation.

After the edict of tolerance of Joseph II (1780-1790) the Greeks were 
allowed to erect churches in Hungary. The only place in the Jászkunság with 
a Greek orthodox church was Karcag54. The Greeks in Jászberény did not 
build a church. Beside their small number it is explained by the fact that when 
they settled in the town there already functioned meetinghouses in the nearly 
towns, Gyöngyös and Eger. Later, when the churches here were finished 
connections of the Jászberény Greeks with these towns became even closer. 
Their register books were kept there, they got married in Eger or Gyöngyös

52. Op. cit., 49.
53. In 1859 he was charged with pass judgement on Jószef Weisz’s application for sett

ling, which he rejected.
54. Márta Nagy, “The Iconostasion of the Greek Orthodox Church in Karcag”, in: 

Balkan Studies 282 (1987), 237-258.
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and when they died they were buried by the priests of one of the above towns 
according to orthodox ceremony.

The two religious objects in the Jászberény museum, which are a rarity 
in the Jászság, prove their persistence in their religion. One of them is an 
18th century triptych. The northern Greek popular work of art has its sym
bolic meaning; it stands for the destiny ot the Greeks and their settlement in 
foreign lands. Its owner took it with himself when he started his wanderings 
and after he settled in Jászberény he had it put in a carved wooden frame and 
used it as a house altar55. In the middle piece of the triptych there can be seen 
Mary with the child and the wings depict St George, St Demetrius and half 
figures of other saints. If the wings are closed the inscription “Jesus Christ 
will triumph” can be read. The wings are decorated with wood carving from 
the outside the motifs of which resemble that of Hungarian folk art.

There remained an icon from the Holy Land, as well with Mary and the 
child on its left side. The multilevel picture consists of a lot of biblical scenes. 
The icon had Greek inscriptions with the name Hatzi (Hadzsi) Demeter and 
the date 1796 in the middle. The title “hadzsi” was given to those who visited 
the Holy Land56. Later it was attached to their names often becoming their 
family names. The earliest sources in Jászberény mentioned a merchant called 
Demeter Greek, who in later documents was referred to as Demeter Hadzsi. 
He must have visited the Holy Land during his wanderings or one of this 
acquaintance who arrived later had the icon made for him.

The Greeks’ attachment to their religion is reflected by their wills, too. 
They did not only leave some money to the Greek churches in the neigh
bouring settlements but András Kristóf in his will in 1781, for example, left 
certain sums to all the Greek churches already existing in the whole country57.

The Greeks buried their relatives in a separated area of the Catholic 
cemetery, where ten of their tomb stones still can be found58. The inscriptions 
on the stones and the archival documents on some of the persons there made 
it possible to reconstruct the family connections (Table 1). It can be stated

55. Márta Nagy, Görögök a Tiszántúlon, Kecskemét, Szentes, 1988, 7.
56. Füves Ödön, “A pesti görögök nevei”. In: Nyelvtudományi értekezések, Budapest, 

1970, 262-263.
57. SZML Jászberény, Végrendeletek (Last wills). Capsa 25, Fase. 10, No. 104, cited in 

Papp L, (1989), 276.
58. The tombstones in the Jászkunság are described by Izabella Papp,“Görög síremlékek a 

Jászkunságban”, in Zounuk 7, ed. by János Botka, Szolnok, 1992, 61-86; about the motifs 
of the tombstones see Márta Nagy, “Jászkunsági görög sirköformák”, in Zounuk 7, ed. by 
János Botka, Szolnok, 1992, 87-98.
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FAMILY RELATIONS OF THE JÁSZBERÉNY GREEK FAMILIES
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that the tombstones —with the exception of that of Márta Bosnyák and 
János Jankovics— belonged to the members of two, related families, the 
Hadzsi and the Harsányi. Three generations of the Hadzsi family rest here. 
László Hadzsi, the leader of the Greek community at the time of their settle
ment, is buried here and Szilárd Harsányi, as well, who had an outstanding 
role in the life of the community and in the social life of the town in the 19th 
century.

The inscriptions on the stones are in Hungarian even in the case of the 
earliest one dated in 181359. The inscriptions reveal that their owners were 
proud of their citizenship, and mentioned them in the epitaphs: “László 
Hadzsi merchant and burgher of Jászberény”, “Tódor Hadzsi worthy burgher 
and righteous merchant of Jászberény”. Some of the tombstones are heart- 
shaped and were made in baroque or rococo style followed at that time in 
Hungary. Some examples of them are the stones of László Hadzsi, Mária 
Domotsai and Tódor Hadzsi. In the second half of the 19th century neoclassic 
stones were erected as in the case of Vaszilia Patsu and Erzsébet Scopian 
Harsányi. All tombstones end in a Greek-cross with equal limbs that are 
sometimes decorated. A weeping willow, symbolizing death and sorrow was 
carved on the cross of László Hadzsi. On the stone of Anastaz Scopian erected 
in 1857 a twig of rosemary appears that was considered to frighten evil spirits 
away from the dead. The stones reveal that the families who ordered them 
had high standards and chose skillful masters60.

Further research will hopefully result in discovering earlier tombstones 
of the Greeks possibly with Greek inscriptions.

Conclusion

The paper has given a roughly outlined picture of a hundred year in the 
history of Jászberény Greeks. We can conclude that the Greek merchants had 
a very important role in the economic and religious life of the town in the 
18th and the first part of the 19th centuries. The privileged territory did not 
object to their settlement and helped their assimilation. The Greeks themsel-

59. The inscriptions on the Greek tombstones were published in 1966 by Ödön Füves. 
The stones in the Jászkunság were not know at that time. Füves Ödön, «Επιτύμβιοι επιγρα- 
φαί Ελλήνων εις την Ουγγαρίαν», in: Δημοσιεύματα της Εταιρείας Μακεδονικών Σπον
δών, Thessaloniki, 1966.

60. Márta Nagy, (1992), 94.
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ves were ready to accommodate themselves to the community they found here, 
took pare in its burdens and offered their voluntary help on several occasions. 
First they were successful in their trade then they held important public offices. 
Assimilation, on the other hand, had its disadvantages. They adopted them
selves to a more convenient style of life, their possibilities for laying up their 
merchandise narrowed and they traded with home products in greater and 
greater proportion. Jewish merchants became their competitors, who could 
offer a more uptodate choice of goods. In Jászberény the Greek community 
was successful in hindering the Jews’ settlement for a long time. The leaders 
of the town and the Kerület supported the Greeks even when it was dis- 
avantageous economically.

By the middle of the 19th century feudal privileges became outworn and 
got into conflict with the spirit of bourgeois development. Economic disad
vantages resulting from rejecting the Jews’ settlement and citizenship could 
not be met any more. In the 1950’s the Jews took the role that had been played 
so successfully by the Greeks in the economic and religious life of Jászberény.

The memory of the Greek families that lived in Jászberény is kept by 
numerous archival documents, a few religious objects and beautiful tomb
stones in the cemetery.

Szolnok Megyei Levéltár [Translated by Klára Koltay]
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1. Details from the inventory of the Greek shops in 1137.
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3. Lease-contract for salt, Antal (Tódor) Hadzsi, 1812.
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4. The 1S30 complaint of Jászberény merchants written to the palatine against the Jews.
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ircniïdfky /e Λ rai uôa/teâ - <só eAam^ra.

■ve*/, I"ti τη Co yuatetZL (λΛ cÀ^tûu A*x/iJ*/' <id yt'i a d* vtfi ćtyA

Jtyr V a.7cdđ.7tt. Starine a/dtf. Çtyty4 z i-duu τη /^δ τι ç r ey rx-ί tz> 7* * '**■ .

ί-’λ^π. ?ie Aaó OCeaSx&niL ^^i'da/att è 7i< «/ ^Yu ** $*·.

W.ÿnau laUenyyr e/a A fi tn< clÁztvo « ta/*’ ^ί?ί·/Μ du or* a* u.*rt
ÿi\A\/t. À&c dt^das^s tAaißHa. ^acuita S nu-nrâlnati dâfyoïTtSz)/»//?

ι/νιτι·ύά\

'c»/ üxr/ en toresÿ’<<v·.

UÔtund*' i&mtiUe t a£dg arnnt 'zest xi Utone, Cm·**
Γδu.*>i ÿut Antf *■* *' dt>Cir/i-">>1 er C'AuOot' fit

jïurn »iiCLvu.iS vnitfU Atnda oe/ruiere.1 — Au ■** midt-miS irrtdAud

*oJttiV «'CTLnuattsm X‘J<ra?n {ASa*fa*to; AAiCitmn Λ*Ara.

'it */*-·# i.n* 7nu-d : t 4^1 tiAJ-fU ' ÆiCi Z/V -fat
t- (O'.\ iVtejf-- i>K€^/liZ ■ r t\J, ' fTL cir*^n-τ*Λχut Q, r <i/o v /i z (%(,

£,$f*uyn.<IL $e*/olutiU>7vLJ dip. 2§t? ..'#>/< yf' (/2d. n

toA-dSte-niesi ad Tire >*αό&. ÿt/ttne.ÿt<a wä^«a;« IZ τη 77<.πο '*y-
/tAfisnZ\M τη. An-nuAi!*’ νηΑ,&ν Asdiïon  ̂d$a/i>·/ nu-ndj 9ta S Sia

(idduc iJùiTTL ΐ/χχψχ'Ζ L· , ^CdûfuSLÔ, tlLentUL' /$67Vl^7l Λ r*. Livnuc- TSLan L. % "ţC *7 û ( £ιJ Ló 'Jt C fiXf ;
Ax Cÿ u. C 7iZ&.t nj n t-m ym n dr-naa'u\t As/tdomd dnÁ-t.-m, duA) (t< -o fiţ 
J/iiS (Jtrd n t’i «/ ÿutf. J4-OZ tjutl· κΑχύ^-τη Au τλ %/t 'rrioùdfu S 'te č»e<du4

enrea .
< ÿ«#·.

el 'i«dw«/flrtLi/ tdxearο,ζη eJS9~ .ÿ***Au*/ Ti»& dra/e.s σχύ*

ί - . — - ----d,· t. JL----- / -i. -» /■ : *v* ÿUA-dt r-i7 rud/.f-“ ■/?ie J -Jnin m./ <%Ί0ν Ait. «dlTU+S (MX* d 

/(«■)* /a Ct'Tnu.) — UX Aac, 'tdtUrrtf' / U* U,* λ t’ 9Xr

*0)l/t * Cit it a A «/ ex., ^ -^î/afumL ν-ίί n of/t CLsO-Sa d·* A
-f.r 7>y d**u-jk' Acc/uda. C4(nAtsxXi..S :/ r+-m.e.zc<š> /ac^/i.' ,t d 

1-/f,'WlAdtA-OiU* 6f è Q-/dfiC Ρ\λ^0<£/·} jU',Hs · da /v
■λ} 
tu 71 Λ r u

tza Jf i/ies7tXe —

/---------y ; - -........ -, - ------------- A'-
-»vjtra ru m _ et /eta(< ' <*rs_r,,( Ctt*,e„tex fr/ţt,.

m miji τηΜ sy* 41 α*/&ι ijvt. Ctifn. du e/x.f? S u 7 udi q
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·/, efir & 'Kih,Xtl ' j?· iX*ι{ 7χ fii. fifirŠTr U sn.

vtì τη a a n-t.t/ C tim fi O-fil fi tl ^n Oÿ 7 fij^lfi?
^4 * JÍj svm ..

MJ ytfTTO êt 'KÛ'\Jf 

T€4&-47ÿlt0Xu.rn O-CC-didj«.-** /ùi\ f
ffitÂvKi' t'Z fiOmi-t/i'. */(ίβ*Λ& fiÿi&zaum ,nJi*rawXf fai %sn

ita. v-tsT* UST, u.i ćam. y£-x ·*<><’*'' decode*' cu-m Q^ma-iu τη &hZő dX?'»* ·. 

τη H^xit aÙi r\ e3cJ nVui/it &ua*n es armi v tatic**™ ytuséd'caiy ^
/ùi> i4iJ.($sr f/wi&m, OJtyiL ci*'« ^ajofi^ mecgj<,ta/ti ?mfij?o*A·,
JfXôÿkfilÛÎSn. αΔι-τη iuX fit du« τη.

dLie/Kte·· d^tfnie.n; ^la^^TTtu. €^.

fis* ■ ^C'\yrt > t> rf tên ai? fi·?/m/.t * 1

a<r\.''€l<· _ in Tbù’ÿUâ
•ΐχ (Ltu.fi Q/Çre.r\iXAi\J Ô^K^rcu. 
di τη *TU tu nu dtmšti λ. τη λ i« -m > u 4,

‘Htm-1.07tijtaZi-'
*JOL7e,0 r i$€@ * (1L>

*<-fi * 1 KriMÓStrtn.n.'t

cruntau* rutmfcfitr Tfifiarta-. &t^lđi

/u w -nnÁJU-y 
tfCdcli/v <adtfilau i *.
ffiastJa li tji, (fii H fitOLTJ » η*<*4, 

fttauus i uda υ t.cu »/. 
ι^α.κΚο ιn ci a runi i.

^4(a^ïlnÀô*?tCt/ \fl/\-Còdauu.K'. 

Í.'Ol-kKqxdei decifri 
κ,ήίχ, iada ìM.fifif fâ.trti,'

dttdi'h · ffL eda f L·.
%^tÖÍ}TÁ vfidxxt,/.
$'{adj?}. ,i?û iÿ i« k/

fidnćvr*.
Cinesi c (ltot e i pf Cantiti d*u <»ιΛ <-V

3Τφ : A*



Izabella Papp

TOMBSTONES OF THE HADZSI FAMILIES

Hadzsi László Hadzsi Tódor

\Eletenek GO"; ozvegvsegewF'
Ζ0 EVÉBEN ί&Μ'“ ESZTENDEI 

\ S7. G TO ROT HAVÁNAK® ALKOïÔ- 
\ JÁNAK A TERMESZÉT ADÓJÁT
^ LEFIZETTE

Domotsai Mária
I Hadzsi László 

Tombstones of the Hadzsi and Harsányt families (drawings).
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TOMBSTONES OF ΊΉΕ HARS ANY I FAMILIES 

(Drawn by Izabella Papp)

ITT NYUGSZANAK
HARSANyi 

PATSU HELENA . 
{ sz. 1797*« <i 1029** j

TOVÁBBÁ

harsanyi 
\ JUH ASZ MA’RIA,
[ SI. t?96 + <079
\ Es ezeknek Jeyük J

ARS/ÍNVf ;
I 571705 V* +(ββΟ%(
f Béke poraikra.}

184H OEC.I9mNAf>jA 6ta néhai 
PAT50 VASLtUA ASSZON? 

iFiABB HAOZSf UÍSZÍ.Ó ύΛ 
2) íveken ta ιλίΝ stttfmr f«*.
nOTIE A FfUtMTETUN J) * 
i> VUE B *Ân5Sik*tJn6£N 

■έτ NĂvusi 
PAjTSO KATALIN HAiADtH 

és PATSU PELENA 
UARSrfNn KONSTANTIN ύ* 

HĆUAl H€J£ Ροωττ 
DAAKCUUÍNTLCNS ftţmA FéUEK 
ÉfTÖKBŐNtOÍ TI STVÖÉKS lUftó 

ICG CVEEHCKElK 
Rvetum sin ttukitteé α,νΑΟσττ 

SOPAJTA'SA

utémt im^cna ía itiave 
FÖOJt site A MÍDUeS ΡΌΑΟΗΑΤ

inw/Vs—SfW U-uJv— L

Harsányi Szilárd and his wives

Patsu Vaszilia 

and her sisters

17
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